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FIX PRO SH.P.K started to operate in the Sausage Production & Processing Landscape 
since 2003. Its founder, Nesti Tarusha, started his activity on food flavouring in 1992 
though. Gradually he became the exclusive distributor of international brands of 
spices, fragrances and additives throughout the region. 

He got as well familiar with various sausage recipes. He fine-tuned, created and 
shared them accordingly to the well-known sausage entrepreneurships of the time.
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After a decade of experience regarding the raw materials and the 
art of creating new recipes, Mr. Tarusha undertook a bold initiative: 
establishing “FIX in his hometown, Korça, in 2003.

At that time there were 4 other sausage companies which had 
consolidated their positions in this sector. It took a relatively short time 
for “FIX” to be ranked among the top 5 companies. 

Unique recipes, the fragrances and the taste of a variety of FIX products  
were the strongest points, to be quickly absorbed by the market.

The application of the latest German technologies was the next step of 
innovation to be consolidated towards European standards of FIX.

An authentic concept of packaging was implemented. The brand got 
exponentially strengthened.
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THE FACTORY
4500 m . European standards have been met to guarantee working conditions for a 
high quality product gained through a specialized production cycle.

The recent investment is very well received by the broad local community as it doesn’t 
only foster its proudness but it serves as a guarantee of meeting European Quality 
standards for “made in Albania” FIX products.
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FIX PRO is already applying the CSB technological system of product 
traceability fueled by the software, hardware and the consultancy of 
the well-known German Company: CSB.



A wide range of FIX Products is well-preferred by the households who choose to 
consume among different types of categories such as sausages, crudo’s, parizer, chicken cream 
& sausages, bacon and grill products.
The top highlights are specifically: 
 I.  [Si Qëmoti] / [like in the old days] which holds a patent.
 II. The innovative ones: goat sausages.

FAMILY PRODUCTS



FAMILY PRODUCTS

This is a patented product of FIX PRO Company. It is 
a cooked and smoked sausage. The proper mixture 
of pork and beef meat and the relevant flavors do 
merge at the best possible levels by enduring the 

most balanced form of the product.

This is the product with the best organoleptic 
qualities of aromas, consistency and color 

acquired through controlled air-drying and 
fermentation process. It contains pork and 

beef meat and fat. This is among the best of 
Hungarian food recipes and produced in a

very special way in FIX PRO.

This is a spicy product with the best 
organoleptic qualities of aromas, consistency 

and color acquired through controlled
air-drying and fermentation process. It contains 
pork and beef meat and fat. This is among the 

best of Hungarian food recipes and produced in 
a very special way in FIX PRO.

This is a unique recipe of FIX PRO Company. 
100% local goat meat treated with special 

care and authentic herbs.

Hungarian Crudo Chorizo crudo Goat sausage

This is a cured-cooked and smoked 
pork ham.

Turkey
ham 

This is a cured-cooked and 
smoked product and its raw 

material is turkey meat.

This is a raw-cooked and 
smoked sausage. It consists on 

beef and pork mixture.

This is a cured-cooked and 
smoked pork belly.

Smoked
bacon

Smoked
ham

 Special dry   
Cabanos

Si Qëmoti
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Special chicken sausage
This product consists on boiled and smoked chicken meat 

combined with a great variety of flavors, filled with collagen casings 
and its proper heat treatment induces the protein’s coagulation 

and thus provides a very pleasant elastic consistency.

Pariza Tost
This product consists on boiled chicken and pork meat 

combined with a great variety of flavors, filled with polyamide 
plastic casings and its proper heat treatment induces the 

protein’s coagulation and thus provides a very pleasant elastic 
consistency. This is a mixed package of a pasteurized processed 

cheese and parizer.

Neapolitan sausage
This is a cooked and smoked sausage 

combined with a great variety of flavors, 
filled in faser casings.

Smoked Frankfurter sausage
This is a cooked and smoked sausage derived 

from a mixture of pork and beef meat.

Parizer
This product consists on boiled chicken and pork meat combined 

with a great variety of flavors, filled with polyamide plastic casings 
and its proper heat treatment induces the protein’s coagulation 

and thus provides a very pleasant elastic consistency.

Kolloface
This is a traditional recipe of the Korça 

region in Albania. It is a cooked and smoked 
sausage filled in natural casings. It fits very 

well for grilling.
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Popular sausage
This is a cooked and smoked sausage, finely

chopped and filled in natural casings.

Small chicken Frankfurter
This product consists on boiled and smoked chicken meat 

combined with a great variety of flavors, filled with collagen 
casings and its proper heat treatment induces the protein’s 

coagulation and thus provides a very pleasant elastic consistency.

Chicken Frankfurter
This product consists on boiled and smoked chicken meat combined 

with a great variety of flavors, filled with collagen casings and its 
proper heat treatment induces the protein’s coagulation

and thus provides a very pleasant elastic consistency.

Luiziana sausage
This is a cooked and smoked sausage combined with a 

great variety of flavors, filled in faser casings.

This is a spicy cooked and smoked sausage, finely 
chopped and filled in natural casings.

Spicy sausage
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The “HORECA” sector is covered by a variety of products specially composed for the 
needs and specifics of restaurants, hotels, bakeries and grills. The quality, service and 
focused dedication of the “FIX” company, makes it a partner of businesses operating in 

the tourism and services industry.

HORECA PRODUCTS



Coctail Horeca
Frankfurter

This is a chicken-based product, finely comminuted 
and filled in small collagen casings.

Frankfurter sausage
This is a cooked and smoked sausage 

combined with a great variety of flavors, 
filled in natural casings.

Horeca Frankfurter
This is a chicken-based product, finely 

comminuted and filled in small collagen casings.

Peperoni sausage
This is a cooked and smoked spicy sausage 

combined with a great variety of flavors, filled in 
natural casings.

Hot Dog
This is a chicken-based product, finely comminuted 

and filled in small collagen casings.

Kosovo sucuk
This is a traditional recipe from the Republic of Kosovo with 
a very typical taste due to its herb’s components. Coarsely 
ground beef and chicken meat mixed with seasoning and 

peppers and then filled in small natural casings.
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Chicken kebab
with bacon 

Special sausages
with gouda Sausage with oregano

This is a cooked, smoked, and seasoned sausage
 filled in natural casings. It fits very well for grilling

as it contains oregano flavors.

Bratwurst
This is a semi-cooked sausage filled in 

natural casings.

Goat sausage
This is a unique recipe of FIX PRO Company. 100% 

local goat meat treated with special care and 
authentic herbs. 

Grill sausage
This is a fresh sausage filled in natural 

casings.

Romano sausage
This is a semi-cooked sausage filled in natural 
casings. This recipe comes from Italy and it is 

introduced in FIX in the very same way.

Village sausage
This is a fresh sausage filled in natural 

casings. It has great organoleptic qualities 
of aromas that derivate from wine.
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This is a fresh sausage with gouda cheese filled 
in natural casings.

Chicken kebab
with bacon 

It consists on chicken pieces marinated with 
both salt and spices and covered by small 

flat pork bellies.

Chicken kebab
It consists on chicken fillet marinated with 

both salt and spices.

Pork kebab
It consists on pork meat marinated with 

both salt and spices.

Meatballs
This is a fresh processed meat product. It is 

marinated and given the shape of small burgers.

Chicken Wings
These are marinated chicken wings.

Special sausages
with gouda 
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Spicy Burger
This is a fresh spicy processed meat product. It is 
marinated and given the shape of disc burgers.

Parma crudo
This is a cured-raw pork meat product. It undergoes into controlled 

climatized conditions and the fermentation process makes the 
product palatable. This is among the best of Italian food recipes, 

seasoned and produced in a very special way in FIX PRO.

This is a cured-raw pork meat product. It undergoes into controlled 
climatized conditions and the fermentation process makes the 

product palatable. This is among the best of Italian food recipes, 
flavored and produced in a very special way in FIX PRO.

Bresaola
This is a cured-raw beef meat product. It undergoes 

into wine marinated process as well as controlled 
air-drying conditions, which makes the product 

palatable. This is among the best of Italian food 
recipes and produced in a very special way in FIX PRO.

Chicken ham
This is a cured-cooked chicken ham 

product. After the curing process, the 
raw chicken meat undergo a proper 
sterilization to achieve the desired 

consistency.

Milano sausage
This is a cooked and smoked 

sausage combined with a great 
variety of flavors, filled in faser 

casings

Smoked meat
These are cured-cooked and smoked 
pork ham products cut into relatively 

big pieces.
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Parmanello



Parmanello

FIX GROUP
FIX/ SI QËMOTI/ DELIKATESË/ TRESOR ART BOUTIQUE 
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FIX DELIKATESË
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As its name indicates it, “FIX Delikatesë” is rather to associate one with the wonderful care in customer service. “FIX Delicacy” implies offering the best 
conditions needed to consume fresh and quality products.

A trained staff is always there willing and ready to consult on the variety of products: meat, sausages, dairy, wine, pasta, bread, etc. This store is already a 
success story both for delivering FIX products and as a synergy of other artisanal local production.

That is why we are looking forward to replicate this model elsewhere in the region. Innovation in production goes hand in hand with the innovation of the 
interior architecture of the store, as well with a great service as such.

You simply do not just go to buy sausages and/or other products in “FIX Delikatesë”.
You go there for the unique experience too.  
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“FIX SI QËMOTI” GRILL 
The tradition of sausage “FIX” combined with the passion to offer a jewel to the Old 
Pazar of Korça in the food service and entertainment industry, brought the most 
unique restaurant and grill in this city , “Fix Si Qëmoti”.

Already part of “FIX Group”, the restaurant and grill “Fix Si Qëmoti” aims to extend its 
taste and uniqueness to other cities in Albania, thus disseminating the best culinary 
traditions and its unique recipes.
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TRESOR ART BOUTIQUE
Hotel “Tresor Art Boutique” part of “FIX Group”, operates in the city of Korça since 
August 15, 2020. Located in the center of the city, “Tresor Art Boutique” brings the 
combination of antiquity with modern, unique and beautiful art. 

The villa, built in 1933, is one of the rarest of its kind not only in the city of Korça 
but throughout Albania. It takes us back in time, to the time of the fascinating 
architectures of the Albanian aristocracy. The peculiarity is in the paintings 1936 
murals by the Zografi family which have been very carefully restored. Located in the 
center, it offers high standard rooms, bar and restaurant service.
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